HISTORICAL PRINCIPLES OF THE TERM CHREMATONYM GENESIS AND THE BORDERS OF CHREMATONYMIC FIELD

Abstract. It became necessary to investigate the problem concerning the study of the proper names of unique things – chrematonyms. In this paper we offer several viewpoints of significant Slovak and foreign (Czech, Polish, Russian and German) onomasticians regarding the problem of specifying and defining chrematonyms in the onymic system. At the same time, we offer our own suggestion for the classification of chrematonyms. 1854 chrematonyms resulted in discovery of common ways in the process of their generating and functioning. There is no general notion about the borders of chrematonymy in Ukrainian onomastic science. The attention is paid to the fact that the borders of chrematonymic field are open. The article stresses the importance of chrematonomastic terms establishment, so that this field of onomastics can be an equal partner of other disciplines and at the same time fulfill the denomination needs of other languages. The purpose of the work is the analysis of the existing in linguistics definitions of the term chrematonym, their comparison and systematization, and their distinguishing between chrematonym classes. Also the analysis of different ways of proper names investigation is carried out. The definition of the term chrematonym is suggested and the classification of chrematonyms is created. The subject of the study is English chrematonyms from the view point of their classification and systematization. The object of the study is English onymic system. The research states that one of the most important facts of naming is the influence of the surrounding social and physical environment and the owner’s desire to fix the extraordinarity of a definite type. Choosing and giving the name to the object, a man more often doesn’t create anything new; he just gives it a name, trying to bring it to eternity. One of the most ancient traditions that has been practically used for so long is the owner’s personal name application. The article also determines and enumerates the functions of onyms, especially of chrematonyms. They are as follows: singling out, characterizing, identifying and signifying. Proper names of unique objects exist to perform a background for a man and his life, picking out definite features, reflecting his process of thinking; to show the objective reality; to open up the speaker’s inner world, his creative personality. The method of systematization is used in the work. Summing up, the individual chrematonomimic field comprises 7 subfields, 39 subsubfields and 6 microfields (segments). As a result of the investigation, the definition of the term chrematonym was suggested and the classification of chrematonyms was created.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most important factors that determine the necessity for a title of an object to appear is the influence of the surrounding environment and the desire of the owner to fix the exclusivity of a particular product. When choosing a name for an item one often does not invent anything new but simply gives the name trying to
eternalize it. The use of a particular proper name is one of the most ancient traditions that has long come into practice. The aim of the paper is to analyze the existing in onomastics definitions of the term chrematonym, their comparison and systematization, and their distinguishing between chrematonym classes. The study is motivated by 2 research questions: 1) historical principles of the term chrematonym genesis; 2) the borders of the chrematonymic field. To examine these issues we studied the existing traditional viewpoints on the problem of the outstanding onomotologist. The issue of the historical principles of the term chrematonym genesis is a fundamental question in onomastics currently. We suggest that a new generation of research in this area needs to address the extended borders of chrematonymic field. Prior studies offer a descriptive account of chrematonymic problem and indicate the lack of a stable definition and division into groups within a chrematonymic field.

**BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION**

To date, no systematic investigation has considered the problem of chrematonyms, therefore we conducted in-depth case study of the issue and fulfilled a comparative analysis of the given chrematonym term definitions and explored their roles and functions in onomastics.

**DISCUSSION**

As noted by a famous English linguist D. Crystal (2006) in onomastics there is a phenomenon of the ability to acquire a proper name – the process of nameability – the process of obtaining a name of a thing basing on its close relation to our life. In fact any thing of objective reality can be named. O. Superanskaya (1973) identifies the functions of a proper name with the general functions of the language and distinguishes four basic ones: communicative, appellative, expressive and deixis. According to Yu. Karpenko (2008) nomination, identification and differentiation are the three aspects of the main and major function of proper names and all other functions of proper names, in particular informative and emotional, are supposed to be optional and less specific. In our opinion different classes of onyms have active or passive, namely, extra peripheral functions.
We should state that chremotonyms also have additional functions. According to their purpose chrematonyms play four roles: isolating, characterizing, identifying, and signifying. Proper names of the unique objects exist in order to create a background for the person and his life distinguishing the individual details, reflecting the process of his thinking, hobbies, customs and observations; depicting objective reality; revealing the inner world of the speaker and his creative personality.

A prominent Czech onomatologist M. Garvalik (2007, 6) is inclined to believe that great difficulties arise when it is necessary to use and compare the terms of different onomastic schools. A similar situation has arisen in chrematology.

There are four more or less well-known European onomastic schools: Polish-Czech, Russian, Ukrainian and German ones that study and analyze proper names. However, it is worth mentioning that as far as these scientific schools are geographically distant from each other so the results of their research are different. For instance, Polish onomatologist Ch. Kosil (2003) refers proper names of some material industrial or handmade things to chrematonyms both singular and serial (Kosil, 2003, 370); Czech onomatologist L. Cuba (2003) also attributes ideonyms and ergonyms to chrenamonyms, but in our opinion chrematonyms are a component of pragmatonyms, not ideonyms in any case (Cuba, 2003, 376). Another Czech onomatologist M. Knappova (1995) introduced the term economic chrematonyms to onomastic science(Knappova, 1995, 152-157); Slovak onomatologist M. Maytan (2003) mentions that the names of the epochs are also considered as chrematonym, but it should be stressed that there is a separate class of chrematonyms for these onyms (Maytan, 2003, 375); G. Dorion and J. Poirier (1975) characterize chrematonyms as proper names of vehicles – poreionyms; English-speaking countries onomatologists do not distinguish chrematonyms as they are, studying primarily anthroponyms (Mike Campbell) and toponyms (Richard Coates, Eilert Ekwall, Margaret Gelling, Oliver Padel, Robert L. Ramsay, Henry Schoolcraft, Albert Hugh Smith, George R. Stewart, Isaac Taylor, William J. Watson, Craig Weatherhill).

The viewpoints of the Ukrainian onomastic school on the problem of chrematonomastics can be compared with the viewpoints of the Russian school –
they are almost similar. In the study of the basic terminological issues of chrematology Russian onomatologists Olga Superanskaya and Natal’ya Podol’skaya consider chremanonyms as the proper names of separate non-living material objects produced or obtained by humans (weapons, dishes, jewelry, musical instruments) (1973, 146). Ukrainian researchers are inclined to such an interpretation of the problem and define chrematonyms (from the Greek. shrema – thing and onym – name, title) as proper names of certain material objects – ships, diamonds etc., as well as the articles of spiritual culture – the names of works of art, musical plays, masterpieces of painting, films etc. (Philological Encyclopedia, 2007, 129). In this case it should be noted that a given definition completely changes the meaning of the term and mixes up different sectors. The titles of fiction works, musical plays, masterpieces of paintings and films should be attributed to ideonyms different categories of names that have their denotates in the mental, ideological and artistic spheres of human activity (Podol’skaya, 1988, 61). Mainly, chrematonyms are referred to pragmatonyms those that have their denotates in pragmatic sphere of human being (Podol’skaya, 1988, p. 110).

In Slavonic onomastic science the emergence of the term chrematonym can be dated to 1966 in the article written by I. Honl (1966, 5) in which the author lists various classes of onyms (anthroponyms, zoonyms etc.) and distinguishes chrematonyms that are signified as proper names of things. Exactly this time can be considered as the birth date of chrematonomastics as this is a much younger branch is called in Czech and Polish onomastic schools.

The further development of the issue was dated to the year 1989 in the publication of Majtan’s (1989) work in which the linguist provides his own typology of the chromatonymic proper name lexicon. We consider it necessary to emphasize that this classification is a mixture of onyms from different classes and is not established or fixed (for example, the names of events, organizations that are considered to be ergonyms, which are at present distinguished as a separate class, were referred to chrematonyms). It should be highlighted that since that time the interpretation of the term chromatonym becomes clear and stands out as an independent class of proper names. Another researcher identifies ergonyms,
ideonyms, chrononyms as chrematonyms that is obviously a false statement and a misunderstanding today. However, rather valuable and correct are the clues to determine that chrematonyms are the proper names of seriate products (Šmilauer, 1976, 109-111). This definition is confirmed in later research of the problem (Šramek, 1999, 165).

Czech onomatologist L. Cuba (1999) is considered to be one of the prominent researchers of the chrematonymic lexicon. The researcher is inclined to believe that chrematonyms are the proper names of human handicrafts and that these names are not fixed in time and space (Cuba, 1999, 103). In his work the author extended the boundaries of chromatonomastics and distinguished his own components of this class according to which the proper names of holidays, battles, revolutions, congresses, medals, heraldic symbols, authorities, state institutions, economic bodies, military organizations, diplomatic acts are referred to chrematonyms (Cuba, 1999, 103 – 123). In our opinion, myriad of proper names were analyzed but unfortunately none of the subgroups has been standardized or unified.

Equally well known in chrematonomastics is a Polish linguist Ch. Kosyl (1993) who analyzed various onyms on the bases of their characteristics and divided the chrematonyms into two subgroups. The first one was divided between proper names of makeup products, proper names of alcohol and tobacco products, proper names of military objects. The second group covered proper names of business equipment and those chrematonyms that we consider to be ergonyms due to the established tradition (Kosyl, 1993, 440 – 444).

Contemporary viewpoints on the issue of chrematonomastics can be traced in the works of Polish (Jakus-Borkowa) and Slovak (0Garančovská) onomatologists. According to E. Yakus-Borkova’s (2007) opinion, who conducted the analysis and paid more attention to the space proper names, chrematonyms can be divided into three groups: 1) proper names of cultural pieces (nonmaterial) related to the Universe investigation; 2) proper names of technical astronomical apparatus; 3) proper names of onland equipment used in space exploration (Jakus-Borkowa, 2007, 57). L. Garankovskaya (2009) proposes her own newest classification according to which
the researcher attributes proper names of single or serial products to chrematonyms: ergonyms (proper names of associations of people), chrononyms (proper names of segments of time), actionyms – proper names of conferences (performances, events), documentonyms – proper names of documents (proper names of acts, laws, documents), phaleronyms (proper names of medals, titles, posters) (Garančovská, 2009, 97 – 98).

According to the definition N. Podolskaya (1988) a chrematonym is considered viewed as a proper name of a unique handmade object of material culture produced or obtained by a human-being (Podolskaya, 1988, 146). The Soviet onomatologist O. Superanskaya (1973) gives one of the first clearly formulated and outlined classifications of proper names in her work. According to this classification the following classes can be distinguished in the onymic landscape: anthroponyms, toponyms, zoonyms, cosmonyms, astronyms (the study of proper names of individual celestial bodies: stars, planets, comets, asteroids etc.) altogether with astrotoponyms (the study of space cosmographical names) chrononyms, chrematonyms, mythonyms etc. (Superanskaya, 1973, 173). According to the researcher’s viewpoint chrematonyms are the proper names of certain nonliving objects. This class also includes the names of weapons and musical instruments. In this case it should be emphasized that “the name of the manufacturer of such instruments may be a unique means of individualization, but it does not give a proper name to this thing” (Superanskaya, 1973, 190). For example, the creators of the weapons are armourers, and the name is given directly by the owner, or it is given due to some properties – the sword of the Sparkling and the Icy Death or the place of discovery – the Thames Sword which was found at the bottom of the River Thames, in London.

Considering this issue we found out a recent and newest classification proposed by Ukrainian onomatologist M. Torchinskii. According to it chrematonyms are divided into four main sectors: jewelry names, unique names, collection names, and emblem names, each of these includes several more subsectors (Torchinskii, 2008, 193 – 196).

RESULTS
While the process of a thorough analysis study and investigation of the definitions and classifications of the chrematonyms suggested by various linguists, we can draw the following conclusions and pose the following tasks: firstly, to clearly define the term by combining the above mentioned; secondly, to create our own classification of the chrematonymic vocabulary, taking into account the above proposed commentaries; thirdly, to unify the ancient chematonymic terminology and to create a new one basing on the discovery of new subgroups. Factually, we reckon that chrematonyms are 1) a set of proper names of individual unique objects created by a man or nature 2) similar or identical proper names of a series of objects with the same denotates (one chrematonym may indicate a series of identical objects, one class, or brand: the Oscar Award – there is a large number of figures, and the name of the award is general).

We conducted the analysis of 1854 chrematonyms and created the newest systematization of chrematonymic field. The data obtained enables us to differentiate all the chrematonyms into 7 sectors (275 proper names of weapons, 184 proper names of house equipment, 366 proper names of emblems, 192 proper names of collections, 367 proper names of vehicles, 197 proper names of unique things, 273 proper names of jewelry items), and some of which are further subdivided into 39 sub-sectors and 6 segments (Tkachenko, 2012).

CONCLUSION

Finally, we may conclude that the number of sectors is not equal; their boundaries are changeable and can be moved in the process of scientific knowledge. The prospects of the future research in this direction are determined as follows: to study the chrematonyms in the context of any cultural community and expand the sectors of the chrematonymic field.
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Аннотация. В последнее время актуализировалась проблематика, связанная с изучением имен собственных уникальных предметов – хрематонимов. Предметом нашего исследования являются английские хрематонимы с позиции их классификации и систематизации. Объектом – английская онимная система. В украинской ономастической науке все еще не существует общепринятого представления о границах хрематонимии. Целью данной статьи является анализ существующих в лингвистике определений термина хрематоним, их сопоставление, унификация и стандартизация, выделение отдельных разрядов и классов хрематонимов, а также попытка проследить за изменениями разрядов от классического до современного состояния. Научная актуальность данной работы состоит в новом ракурсном изучении проблемы хрематонимии. В статье предложено определение термина хрематоним и создана классификация разряда хрематонимов.
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